
   

Produce & Dairy Market Report May 22nd, 2023

Capital Seaboard
www.CapitalSeaboard.com

443.755.1733

Text Service

We have a text message service that will notify you of BELOW price sheets specials and limited time deals. 
These texts come out 1-2 times per week and offer blowout sales on both seafood and produce.

Thank you!

Produce / Dairy

Artichokes - Spring production of THE Heirloom / Original Green Globe artichoke continues in Northern California. 
Overall quality is Excellent. Take advantage of the superior edible variety while supplies last.   

Brussels Sprouts - Production from Mexico has eased as growers have struggled with quality , reducing overall supplies 
while demand remains strong resulting in escalating prices. New Crop production is not slated for another month or 
longer as growers had to deal with severe weather while trying to plant their summer crop.  

Green Onions - Warming temperatures last weekend continue to push production forward. Quality issues will become 
an increasing concern with some discoloration as a result of spiking temperatures. Seasonally reduced plantings are 
scheduled for later next month. Border delays continue along with shippers consolidating to Northern California adding 
additional travel time.  

Eggs - The egg market hit bottom and has started rising again. We have seen some aggressive retail features which we 
believe are causing the increase. We would expect to see significant increases next week for sure.

Cheese - Both Block and Barrel fell again this week. The markets are the lowest they have been in quite a while. 
There is a surplus of milk in the Midwest  as the spring flush is about at its peak. Milk has been selling way under the 
market and this glut is helping to drive the markets downward. Both markets rose today and closed above the average. 
Hopefully this means we have hit the bottom.

Peppers - We are starting to see the chili pepper market get back to normal number. North Florida and Georgia both 
have started so quality and availability will improved. Green peppers are steady coming from both Florida and Georgia. 
Sizing is getting better. 15# and bushel are steady coming from the Baja of California. 11# colored are high due the 
holiday ads at retailers

Celery - Seeder and disease issues has created quite the market. Supplies will be very limited for the next month or so 
as growers in Oxnard and Santa Maria battle the aforementioned issues. Prices will continue to escalate over the next 
couple of weeks. Salinas will start harvesting the second week of June with better yields and at that time we could start 
to see some reprieve from the current pricing structure.

White Asparagus - white asparagus for the next 2-3 weeks will be unavailable, after that we will have limited supplies 
available for about 4 weeks until we start to see the volume slowly increase and be back with regular volume in August
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